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We introduce a new optimization procedure for Euclidean path integrals, which compute wave
functionals in conformal field theories (CFTs). We optimize the background metric in the space on which
the path integration is performed. Equivalently, this is interpreted as a position-dependent UV cutoff. For
two-dimensional CFT vacua, we find the optimized metric is given by that of a hyperbolic space, and we
interpret this as a continuous limit of the conjectured relation between tensor networks and Anti–de Sitter
(AdS)/conformal field theory (CFT) correspondence. We confirm our procedure for excited states, the
thermofield double state, the Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev model, and discuss its extension to higher-dimensional
CFTs. We also show that when applied to reduced density matrices, it reproduces entanglement wedges and
holographic entanglement entropy. We suggest that our optimization prescription is analogous to the
estimation of computational complexity.
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Recently, candidates on the basic mechanism of Anti–de
Sitter (AdS)/conformal field theory (CFT) correspondence
[1] have been investigated actively. One prominent candi-
date is based on emergent spaces via tensor networks,
such as MERA (multiscale entanglement renormalization
ansatz) [2] as pioneered in [3]; for recent developments,
refer to, e.g., [4–12]. The holographic computation of
entanglement entropy [13,14] is naturally explained by
this idea.
The purpose of this Letter is to reformulate this con-

jectured connection to tensor networks from the viewpoint
of Euclidean path integrals. Indeed, the tensor network
renormalization [15] shows an Euclidean path-integral
description of a vacuum wave functional is well approxi-
mated by a MERA tensor network. In this approach, we
first discretize the path integral into a lattice and rewrite it
as a tensor network. Next, the network is optimized by
contracting the tensors, and lattice sites are reduced, finally
leading to the MERA network.
In our approach, we would like to keep working in the

Euclidean path-integral description and perform the optimi-
zation by changing the structure (or geometry) of lattice
regularization (refer to Fig. 1), which was first considered in
[12]. In this Letter,wewill present a systematic formulationof
optimization by describing the change of regularization as
that of the metric on the spacewhere the path integral is done.
Our path-integral approach has a number of advantages.

Clearly, we can analyze any CFTs, including genuine
holographic ones, while tensor network approaches provide
toy models of holography. Also, in tensor network descrip-
tions, there is a subtle issue that the MERA can also be
interpreted as a de Sitter space [5,9], while the refined
tensor networks in [8,11] are argued to describe Euclidean

hyperbolic spaces. In our Euclidean approach, we can
avoid this issue, and we can directly show that the emergent
space is a hyperbolic space.
The ground-state wave functional in d-dimensional

CFTs on Rd is computed by an Euclidean path integral

ΨCFT( ~φðxÞ) ¼
Z �Y

x

Y
ϵ<z<∞

Dφðz; xÞ
�
e−SCFTðφÞ

·
Y
x

δ(φðϵ; xÞ − ~φðxÞ); ð1Þ

where the Euclidean time τ is related to z via z ¼ −ðτ − ϵÞ,
and x describes the other d − 1-dimensional directions. We
introduce a UV cutoff ϵ (i.e., the lattice constant) and
consider a discretization of the above Euclidean path
integral. The original flat space metric is given by

ds2 ¼ ϵ−2ðdz2 þ dxidxiÞ; ð2Þ
and one cell of the regularized lattice has the unit area.

FIG. 1. A computation of ground-state wave functional from
Euclidean path integral and its optimization, which is described
by a hyperbolic geometry. The right figure schematically shows
its tensor network expression.
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Now we would like to optimize this Euclidean path
integral by changing the geometry of lattice regularization
as in Fig. 1. The basic rule is to require that we should
reproduce the correct vacuum wave functional [i.e., the
one (1) for the metric (2)], even after the optimization up to
a normalization factor, i.e., Ψopt ∝ ΨCFT. The optimization
can be done by modifying the background metric for the
path integration as

ds2 ¼ gzzðz; xÞdz2 þ gijðz; xÞdxidxj þ 2gzjðz; xÞdzdxj;
gzzðz ¼ ϵ; xÞ ¼ ϵ−2; gijðz ¼ ϵ; xÞ ¼ δijϵ

−2;

gizðz ¼ ϵ; xÞ ¼ 0; ð3Þ

where the constraints argue that the UV regularization
agrees with the original one (2) at z ¼ ϵ to reproduce the
correct wave functional after the optimization.
Intuitively, our optimization corresponds to minimizing

the number of lattice points, which is expected to measure
the number of tensors (or complexity) in a tensor network.
Note that we have in mind the procedure of tensor network
renormalization [15], where a discretized path integral is
mapped into a tensor network, which consists of unitaries
and isometries (refer also to the full Letter [16]). It is not
immediately clear what is the right measure for this in
field theories. However, in the two-dimensional CFTs, we
can explicitly identify this measure, owing to its simple
structure, as we will see below.
Before we go on, we would like to point out that the

above optimization procedure can be generalized to excited
states by inserting operators in the middle of path integra-
tion. Also, we can equally optimize nonconformal field
theories if we assume a UV fixed point. For example, we
can deform a CFT by adding a (time-independent) external
field JðxÞ. Then, the optimization can be done by allowing
a z dependence of the source Jðz; xÞ.
In two-dimensional CFTs, any metric is written as the

diagonal form via a coordinate transformation

ds2 ¼ e2ϕðz;xÞðdz2 þ dx2Þ; e2ϕðz¼ϵ;xÞ ¼ 1

ϵ2
: ð4Þ

The function ϕðz; xÞ describes the metric. With the uni-
versal UV cutoff ϵ, the measure of quantum fields φ in the
CFT anomalously changes under Weyl rescaling [17]

½Dφ�gab¼e2ϕδab ¼ eSL½ϕ�−SL½0�½Dφ�gab¼δab
; ð5Þ

where SL½ϕ� is the Liouville action [18] (see also [17,19]),

SL½ϕ� ¼
c

24π

Z
∞

−∞
dx
Z

∞

ϵ
dz½ð∂xϕÞ2þð∂zϕÞ2þμe2ϕ þ R0ϕ�;

ð6Þ

where R0 is the Ricci scalar of the original space, which is
zero in our setup here. The constant c is the central charge

of two-dimensional CFT. The kinetic term in SL describes
the conformal anomaly, and the potential term comes from
UV regularization. In our treatment, μ is an Oð1Þ constant,
and we will simply set μ ¼ 1 by an appropriate shift of ϕ.
For earlier relations between Louville theory and three-
dimensional gravity, refer to, e.g., [20], whose connections
to our Letter are not obvious.
The ground-state wave functional Ψgab¼e2ϕδab computed

from the path integral for the metric (4) is proportional to
the one Ψgab¼δab for the flat metric owing the conformal
symmetry with the coefficient

Ψgab¼e2ϕδab( ~φðxÞ) ¼ eSL½ϕ�−SL½0�Ψgab¼δab( ~φðxÞ): ð7Þ

Now we argue that the optimization is equivalent to
minimizing the normalization eSL½ϕ� of the wave functional.
The reason is that this factor measures the number of
repetitions of the same operation (i.e., the path integral over
a cell). In other words, the optimization chooses the most
efficient Euclidean path integral.
Thus, the optimization can be completed by requiring the

equation of motion of Liouville action SL

4∂w∂w̄ϕ ¼ e2ϕ; ð8Þ

where we introduced w¼ zþ ix and w̄ ¼ z − ix. Its general
solution is given by (see, e.g., [17,21])

e2ϕ ¼ 4A0ðwÞB0ðw̄Þ
(1 − AðwÞBðw̄Þ)2 : ð9Þ

Note that functions AðwÞ and Bðw̄Þ describe the degrees of
freedom of conformal mappings.
First, we choose the solution: AðwÞ ¼ w, Bðw̄Þ ¼ −1=w̄.

This leads to the Poincaré metric H2

e2ϕ ¼ 4ðwþ w̄Þ−2 ¼ z−2: ð10Þ

We argue that this is interpreted as the time slice of
AdS3 dual to a holographic CFT. This is consistent with
the tensor network description of AdS=CFT and can be
regarded as its continuous version. Notice that we did not
fix the overall normalization of the metric or equally the
AdS radius RAdS because in our formulation, it depends on
the precise definition of the UV cutoff. However, we can
apply the argument of [12] and can heuristically argue that
RAdS is proportional to the central charge c.
This solution is the minimum of SL with the boundary

condition e2ϕðz¼ϵ;xÞ ¼ ϵ−2. For this, we rewrite (6) into

SL ¼ c
24π

Z
dxdz½ð∂xϕÞ2 þ ð∂zϕþ eϕÞ2�

−
c

12π

Z
dx½eϕ�z¼∞

z¼ϵ ≥
cL
12πϵ

; ð11Þ
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where L≡ R
dx is the size of space direction, and we

assumed the IR behavior e2ϕðz¼∞;xÞ ¼ 0. The final inequal-
ity in (11) is saturated iff ∂xϕ ¼ ∂zϕþ eϕ ¼ 0, and this
indeed leads to the solution (10).
It is also interesting to note that SL scales like

SL ∼ cðL=ϵÞ, and this agrees with the behavior of the
computational complexity [22] of a CFT ground state and
the quantum information metric [23] for the same state,
both of which are given by the volume of the time slice
of AdS. Indeed, our minimization of SL matches with the
optimization of the quantum circuits, which defines the
complexity.
Let us turn to the setup of a CFT on a cylinder, where

the wave functional is defined on a circle jwj ¼ 1 at a
fixed Euclidean time. After the optimization procedure, we
obtain the geometry e2ϕðw;w̄Þ ¼ 4ð1 − jwj2Þ−2, which is
precisely the Poincare disk and is the solution to (8).
Now we consider an excited state given by a primary

state. The excitation is described by a primary operator
Oðw; w̄Þ with the conformal dimension h ¼ h̄. Its behavior
under the Weyl rescaling is expressed as Oðw; w̄Þ ∝ e−2hϕ.
When we insert the operator O at the origin, the depend-
ence of the wave function on ϕ reads

Ψgab¼e2ϕδab ≃ eSL½ϕ�−S½0�e−2hϕð0ÞΨgab¼δab : ð12Þ

Consider a CFT2 on a disk jwj < 1 and insert a source at
the center w ¼ 0. The equation of motion becomes

4∂w∂w̄ϕ − e2ϕ þ 2πð1 − aÞδ2ðwÞ ¼ 0; ð13Þ

where we set

a ¼ 1 − 12h=c: ð14Þ

We can focus on the solutions AðwÞ ¼ wa, Bðw̄Þ ¼ w̄a. The
metric looks like

e2ϕ ¼ 4a2

jwj2ð1−aÞð1 − jwj2aÞ2 : ð15Þ

Since the angle of w coordinate is 2π periodic, this
geometry has the deficit angle 2πð1 − aÞ.
Let us compare this with the time slice of the gravity dual

predicted from AdS3=CFT2. Indeed it is given by the deficit
angle geometry (15) with the identification

a ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − 24h=c

p
: ð16Þ

Thus, the geometry from our optimization (14) agrees with
the gravity dual (16) when h ≪ c, where the back reaction
of the point particle is very small. This argument can also
be generalized into an excitation at a generic point on the
disk simply by acting the SLð2; RÞ symmetry of the AdS3,
which preserves the time slice.

However, if we assume the quantum Liouville theory
rather than the classical one, we find a perfect matching. In
the quantum Liouville theory, we introduce a parameter γ
such that c ¼ 1þ 3Q2 with Q≡ ð2=γÞ þ γ. The chiral

conformal dimension of the operator e
2β
γ ϕ is ðβðQ − βÞ=2Þ.

If c is large enough to have a classical gravity dual, we get
a≃ 1 − βγ ≃ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1 − ð24h=cÞp
, which agrees with (16).

This agreement suggests that the actual optimized wave
functional is given by a “quantum” optimization

Ψopt½ ~φ� ¼
�Z

Dϕðz; xÞe−SL½ϕ�jϕz¼ϵ¼ ~φðΨgab¼δab ½ ~φ�Þ−1
�

−1
:

ð17Þ

If we take the semiclassical approximation, we reproduce
our classical optimization by minimizing SL.
We can extend our analysis to a finite temperature

T ¼ 1=β case. In the thermofield double description
[24], the wave functional is computed from a path integral
on a cylinder with a finite width −ðβ=4Þð≡z1Þ < z <
ðβ=4Þð≡z2Þ in the Euclidean time direction, more explicitly

Ψ½ ~φ1ðxÞ; ~φ2ðxÞ� ¼
Z �Y

x

Y
−β
4
<z<β

4

Dφðz; xÞ
�
e−SCFTðφÞ

×
Y

−∞<x<∞
δ(φðz1; xÞ − ~φ1ðxÞ)

× δ(φðz2; xÞ − ~φ2ðxÞ); ð18Þ

where ~φ1ðxÞ and ~φ2ðxÞ are the boundary values for the
fields of the CFT (i.e., ~φðxÞ) at z ¼∓ ðβ=4Þ, respectively.
By minimizing the Liouville action SL, we reach the

solution in (9) given by: AðwÞ ¼ e
2πiw
β , Bðw̄Þ ¼ −e

2πiw̄
β . This

leads to

e2 ~ϕ ¼ 16π2

β2
e
2πi
β ðwþw̄Þ

ð1þ e
2πi
β ðwþw̄ÞÞ2

¼ 4π2

β2
sec2

�
2πz
β

�
: ð19Þ

This precisely agrees with the time slice of eternal
Bañados-Teitelboim-Zanelli (BTZ) black hole (i.e., the
Einstein-Rosen bridge) [24].
Consider an optimization of path-integral representation

of reduced density matrix ρA. The subsystem A is chosen as
an interval −l ≤ x ≤ l. ρA is defined from the CFT vacuum
by tracing out the complement of A (the upper left picture
in Fig. 2). The optimization is done by introducing the
background metric as in (4) where the Dirichlet boundary
condition eϕ ¼ 1=ϵ is imposed around the upper and lower
edges of the slit A. The optimization squeezes the infinitely
extended plane into a finite-size region, corresponding to
contracting tensors in tensor networks. Finally, the geom-
etry is obtained by pasting the two regions Σ� along the
boundaries ∂Σ� (the upper right picture in Fig. 2). The
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extremization of the bulk action SL leads to the hyperbolic
metric (10).
The shape of the boundaries ∂Σ� (we excluded the edges

along A) is fixed by extremizing the boundary action in the
Liouville theory [25]

SLb ¼
c

12π

Z
∂Σ�

ds½K0ϕþ μBeϕ�; ð20Þ

where K0 is the (trace of) extrinsic curvature of the
boundary ∂Σ� in the flat space. The final term is the
boundary Liouville potential. Since Σþ and Σ− are pasted
along the boundary smoothly, we set μB ¼ 0 (actually, μB is
related to the tension parameter in the gravity dual of a CFT
on a manifold with boundaries [26]). By imposing the
Neumann boundary condition of ϕ, we find the extrinsic
curvature K in the curved metric (4) is vanishing
eϕK ¼ ðnx∂x þ nz∂zÞϕþ K0 ¼ 0, where nx;z is the unit
vector normal to the boundary in the flat space. Thus, we
find K ¼ 0; i.e., the condition of a geodesic and the
boundary ∂Σþ ¼ ∂Σ− is given by the half circle x2 þ z2 ¼
l2 in the hyperbolic space (10). Interestingly, this geometry
obtained from the optimization of ρA coincides with the
entanglement wedge [13,14,27–29], given by x2 þ z2 ≤ l2.
Let us evaluate the entanglement entropy. Consider an

optimization of the matrix product ρnA. We assume an
analytical continuation of n with jn − 1j ≪ 1. The standard
replica method leads to a conical deficit angle 2πð1 − nÞ at
the two end points of the interval A. Thus, after the
optimization, we get a geometry with the corner angle
π=2þ πðn − 1Þ instead of π=2 (the lower left picture in
Fig. 2). This modification of the boundary ∂Σ� is equiv-
alent to shifting the extrinsic curvature from K ¼ 0 to
K ¼ πðn − 1Þ. Since the boundary condition of ϕ is given
by K þ μB ¼ 0, this shift is realized by turning on μB
as μB ¼ πð1 − nÞ.

In the presence of infinitesimally small μB, we can
evaluate the Liouville action by a probe approximation
neglecting all back reactions. By taking a derivative with
respect to n, we obtain the entanglement entropy SA

SA ¼ −∂n

�
cμB
12π

Z
∂Σþ

dseϕ þ cμB
12π

Z
∂Σ−

dseϕ
�
n¼1

¼ c
6

Z
∂Σþ

dseϕ ¼ c
3
log

2l
ϵ
; ð21Þ

reproducing the well-known result [30]. The lower left
expression (21) ðc=6Þ R∂Σþ

eϕ precisely agrees with the
holographic entanglement entropy formula [13,14] as
∂Σþð¼ ∂Σ−Þ has to be the geodesic.
As recently discovered, to make sense of AdS2=CFT1,

we need a conformal symmetry breaking [31–34], written
by a Schwartzian derivative action as explicitly realized
in the Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev (SYK) model. For the one-
dimensional metric ds2 ¼ e2ϕdτ2, the Schwartzian deriva-
tive term reads N

R
dτð∂τϕÞ2, where N is a constant

proportional to degrees of freedom. Thus, we find

Ψgττ¼e2ϕ( ~φðxÞ) ¼ eS1½ϕ�−S1½0�Ψgττ¼1( ~φðxÞ);

S1½ϕ� ¼ N
Z

dτ½ð∂τϕÞ2 þ μeϕ�: ð22Þ

The action minimization leads to ds2 ¼ e2ϕdτ2 ¼ dτ2

τ2
. This

is consistent with the time slice of AdS2 spacetime. Note if
there were no conformal symmetry breaking effect, we
could not stabilize the optimization procedure.
Higher-dimensional generalizations of our optimization

procedure are not straightforward as the generic metric
cannot be expressed only by the Weyl scaling like (4).
Nevertheless, let us consider that optimization can lead to
correct time slices of gravity duals by taking into account
only the Weyl scaling degrees of freedom. We argue for the
metric (4) with x regarded as d − 1-dimensional vector that
the optimization can be done by minimizing the functional
(again, N describes degrees of freedom)

Sd¼N
Z

dxd−1dz½edϕþeðd−2Þϕðð∂xϕÞ2þð∂zϕÞ2Þ�: ð23Þ

Indeed, the minimization of Sd leads to the hyperbolic
space Hd, which is the time slice of pure AdSdþ1.
Moreover, one parameter deformation of Hd is also a
solution to the equation of motion for ϕ, and this deformed
metric matches with that of the time slice of the AdS
Schwarzschild black hole up to the first-order perturbation
(details are described in the full Letter [16]). For higher-
order deformations, we expect quantum effects as in the
AdS3=CFT2 case mentioned previously as in (17). Also, for
the Hd solution, we can estimate Sd ∼ NVd−1=ϵd−1, and this

FIG. 2. The optimization of the path integral for a reduced
density matrix. The upper left picture is the definition of ρA in
terms of the path integral in flat space. The upper right one is the
one after the optimization and is equivalent to a geometry, which
is obtained by pasting two identical entanglement wedges along
the geodesic (the half circle), as shown in the lower right picture.
If we start from ρnA, we obtain the geometry in the lower left
picture with δ ¼ πð1 − nÞ.
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again agrees with the amount of complexity [22] and
information metric [23].
In this Letter, we proposed an optimization procedure of

the Euclidean path integral for quantum states in CFTs and
gave an explicit formulation in terms of background metrics
for two-dimensional CFTs. The optimization leads to the
geometry, which coincides with the time slice of its gravity
dual. We argue that this provides a continuous version of the
tensor network interpretation ofAdS=CFT.When applied to a
reduced density matrix, we naturally reproduce the entangle-
ment wedge and the holographic entanglement entropy. At
the same time, this gives a framework which calculates the
computational complexity of quantum states in CFTs. Also,
this correspondence can be applied to the SYK model.
Moreover, we made a proposal on its higher-dimensional

generalization and performed minimal checks. Another inter-
esting future problem is to develop our formalism to calculate
correlation functions in CFTs. This will also be important to
extend our method to nonconformal field theories. It is also
important to extend our formalism to time-dependent back-
grounds. These detailed studies are currently ongoing, and we
hope to report them in future publications.
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